
Chapter 2

Random Number Generator

Salt marshes are coastal wetlands found on protected shorelines along the eastern

seaboard of the USA where fresh water mixes with seawater. When ocean tides

flood salt marshes, the plants living there must cope with the salt water. The

“salinity” (i.e., the salt content of the water) depends on how close the marsh is

to the ocean. Suppose that a biogeographer is studying the effects of salinity on

vegetation in a salt marsh in Maine and that she has mapped the salt marsh into

32 separate geographic areas. Suppose, further, that she has asked you to take a

random sample of 5 of these 32 areas within the salt marsh so that she can measure

the percent of salinity level in each of these areas. Using your Excel skills to take

this random sample, you will need to define a “sampling frame.”

A sampling frame is a list of objects, events, or people from which you want to

select a random sample. In this case, it is the group of 32 areas of the salt marsh. The

frame starts with the identification code (ID) of the number 1 that is assigned to the

first area in the group of 32 areas. The second area has a code number of 2, the third

a code number of 3, and so forth until the last area has a code number of 32.

Since the salt marsh has 32 areas, your sampling frame would go from 1 to

32 with each area having a unique ID number.

We will first create the frame numbers as follows in a new Excel worksheet:

2.1 Creating Frame Numbers for Generating Random

Numbers

Objective: To create the frame numbers for generating random numbers

A3: FRAME NO.

A4: 1
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Now, create the frame numbers in column A with the Home/Fill commands that

were explained in the first chapter of this book (see Sect. 1.4.1) so that the frame

numbers go from 1 to 32, with the number 32 in cell A35. If you need to be

reminded about how to do that, here are the steps:

Click on cell A4 to select this cell

Home

Fill (then click on the “down arrow” next to this command and select)

Series (see Fig. 2.1)

Columns

Step value: 1

Stop value: 32 (see Fig. 2.2)

OK

Then, save this file as: Random29. You should obtain the result in Fig. 2.3.

Fig. 2.1 Dialogue Box for Fill/Series Commands

Fig. 2.2 Dialogue Box for Fill/Series/Columns/Step value/ Stop value Commands
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Now, create a column next to these frame numbers in this manner:

B3: DUPLICATE FRAME NO.

B4: 1

Next, use the Home/Fill command again, so that the 32 frame numbers begin in

cell B4 and end in cell B35. Be sure to widen the columns A and B so that all of the

Fig. 2.3 Frame Numbers

from 1 to 32
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information in these columns fits inside the column width. Then, center the infor-

mation inside both Column A and Column B on your spreadsheet. You should

obtain the information given in Fig. 2.4.

Fig. 2.4 Duplicate Frame

Numbers from 1 to 32
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Save this file as: Random30

You are probably wondering why you created the same information in both

Column A and Column B of your spreadsheet. This is to make sure that before you

sort the frame numbers that you have exactly 32 of them when you finish sorting

them into a random sequence of 32 numbers.

Now, let’s add a random number to each of the duplicate frame numbers as

follows:

2.2 Creating Random Numbers in an Excel Worksheet

C3: RANDOMNO. (then widen columns A, B, C so that their labels fit inside the

columns; then center the information in A3:C35)

C4: ¼RAND()

Next, hit the Enter key to add a random number to cell C4.

Note that you need both an open parenthesis and a closed parenthesis after

¼RAND(). The RAND command “looks to the left of the cell with the RAND()

COMMAND in it” and assigns a random number to that cell.

Now, put the pointer using your mouse in cell C4 and then move the pointer to

the bottom right corner of that cell until you see a “plus sign” in that cell. Then,

click and drag the pointer down to cell C35 to add a random number to all 32 ID

frame numbers (see Fig. 2.5).
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Then, click on any empty cell to deselect C4:C35 to remove the dark color

highlighting these cells.

Save this file as: Random31

Now, let’s sort these duplicate frame numbers into a random sequence:

Fig. 2.5 Example of

Random Numbers Assigned

to the Duplicate Frame

Numbers
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2.3 Sorting Frame Numbers into a Random Sequence

Objective: To sort the duplicate frame numbers into a random sequence

Highlight cells B3 : C35 (include the labels at the top of columns B and C)

Data (top of screen)

Sort (click on this word at the top center of your screen; see Fig. 2.6)

Sort by: RANDOM NO. (click on the down arrow)

Smallest to Largest (see Fig. 2.7)

Fig. 2.6 Dialogue Box for Data/Sort Commands
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OK

Click on any empty cell to deselect B3:C35.

Save this file as: Random32

Print this file now.

These steps will produce Fig. 2.8 with the DUPLICATE FRAME NUMBERS

sorted into a random order:

Fig. 2.7 Dialogue Box for Data/Sort/RANDOM NO./Smallest to Largest Commands
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Important note: Because Excel randomly assigns these random numbers, your
Excel commands will produce a different sequence of random
numbers from everyone else who reads this book!

Because your objective at the beginning of this chapter was to select randomly

5 of the 32 areas of the salt marsh, you now can do that by selecting the first five ID
numbers in DUPLICATE FRAME NO. column after the sort.

Fig. 2.8 Duplicate Frame

Numbers Sorted by Random

Number
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Although your first five random numbers will be different from those we have

selected in the random sort that we did in this chapter, we would select these five

IDs of areas using Fig. 2.9.

5, 6, 15, 16, 32

Save this file as: Random33

Remember, your five ID numbers selected after your random sort will be

different from the five ID numbers in Fig. 2.9 because Excel assigns a different

random number each time the ¼ RAND() command is given.

Fig. 2.9 First Five Areas

Selected Randomly
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Before we leave this chapter, you need to learn how to print a file so that all of

the information on that file fits onto a single page without “dribbling over” onto a

second or third page.

2.4 Printing an Excel File So That All of the Information

Fits Onto One Page

Objective: To print a file so that all of the information fits onto one page

Note that the three practice problems at the end of this chapter require you to sort

random numbers when the files contain 63 resistors, 114 steel samples, and 75 toxic

waste sites, respectively. These files will be “too big” to fit onto one page when you

print them unless you format these files so that they fit onto a single page when you

print them.

Let’s create a situation where the file does not fit onto one printed page unless

you format it first to do that.

Go back to the file you just created, Random 33, and enter the name: Jennifer
into cell: A50.

If you printed this file now, the name, Jennifer, would be printed onto a second

page because it “dribbles over” outside of the page rage for this file in its current

format.

So, you would need to change the page format so that all of the information,

including the name, Jennifer, fits onto just one page when you print this file by using

the following steps:

Page Layout (top left of the computer screen)

(Notice the “Scale to Fit” section in the center of your screen; see Fig. 2.10)

Fig. 2.10 Dialogue Box for Page Layout / Scale to Fit Commands
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Hit the down arrow to the right of 100% once to reduce the size of the page to 95%
Now, note that the name, Jennifer, is still on a second page on your screen

because her name is below the horizontal dotted line on your screen in Fig. 2.11

(the dotted lines tell you outline dimensions of the file if you printed it now).

So, you need to repeat the “scale change steps” by hitting the down arrow on the
right once more to reduce the size of the worksheet to 90 % of its normal size.

Notice that the “dotted lines” on your computer screen in Fig. 2.12 are now

below Jennifer’s name to indicate that all of the information, including her name, is

now formatted to fit onto just one page when you print this file.

Fig. 2.11 Example of Scale Reduced to 95 % with “Jennifer” to be Printed on a Second Page

Fig. 2.12 Example of Scale Reduced to 90 % with “Jennifer” to be printed on the first page (note

the dotted line below Jennifer on your screen)
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Save the file as: Random34

Print the file. Does it all fit onto one page? It should (see Fig. 2.13).

Fig. 2.13 Final Spreadsheet

of 90 % Scale to Fit
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2.5 End-of-Chapter Practice Problems

1. Suppose that you work for an electronics company and that you needed to test

electrical resistors for quality purposes. You have 63 resistors of one particular

type. You need to randomly test 15 of these 63 resistors.

(a) Set up a spreadsheet of frame numbers for these resistors with the heading:

FRAME NUMBERS using the Home/Fill commands.

(b) Then, create a separate column to the right of these frame numbers which

duplicates these frame numbers with the title: Duplicate frame numbers

(c) Then, create a separate column to the right of these duplicate frame numbers

and use the ¼RAND() function to assign random numbers to all of the frame

numbers in the duplicate frame numbers column, and change this column

format so that 3 decimal places appear for each random number

(d) Sort the duplicate frame numbers and random numbers into a random order

(e) Print the result so that the spreadsheet fits onto one page

(f) Circle on your printout the I.D. number of the first 15 resistors that you

would use in your research study

(g) Save the file as: RAND9

Important note: Note that everyone who does this problem will generate a
different random order of resistor ID numbers since Excel
assigns a different random number each time the RAND()
command is used. For this reason, the answer to this
problem given in this Excel Guide will have a completely
different sequence of random numbers from the random
sequence that you generate. This is normal and what is to
be expected.

2. Suppose that you have been hired as a consultant to test building materials for

engineers designing suspension bridges. The engineers of this company are

interested in using a new type of steel in future bridge construction. You have

been given 114 samples of this type of steel and you have been asked to test a

random sample of 10 of these samples for tensile strength in terms of their

material consistency.

(a) Set up a spreadsheet of frame numbers for these steel samples with the

heading: FRAME NO.

(b) Then, create a separate column to the right of these frame numbers which

duplicates these frame numbers with the title: Duplicate frame no.

(c) Then, create a separate column to the right of these duplicate frame numbers

entitled “Random number” and use the¼RAND() function to assign random

numbers to all of the frame numbers in the duplicate frame numbers column.

Then, change this column format so that 3 decimal places appear for each

random number

(d) Sort the duplicate frame numbers and random numbers into a random order
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(e) Print the result so that the spreadsheet fits onto one page

(f) Circle on your printout the I.D. number of the first 10 steel samples that

would be used in this research study.

(g) Save the file as: RANDOM6

3. Suppose that a chemical field researcher wants to take a random sample of 20 of

75 toxic waste sites that have been mapped surrounding a commercial house

paint plant that has been closed and abandoned. The researcher wants to test the

amount of lead in the soil around this plant as part of a field research study.

(a) Set up a spreadsheet of frame numbers for these sites with the heading:

FRAME NUMBERS.

(b) Then, create a separate column to the right of these frame numbers which

duplicates these frame numbers with the title: Duplicate frame numbers

(c) Then, create a separate column to the right of these duplicate frame numbers

entitled “Random number” and use the¼RAND() function to assign random

numbers to all of the frame numbers in the duplicate frame numbers column.

Then, change this column format so that 3 decimal places appear for each

random number

(d) Sort the duplicate frame numbers and random numbers into a random order

(e) Print the result so that the spreadsheet fits onto one page

(f) Circle on your printout the I.D. number of the first 20 sites that the field

chemist should select for her study.

(g) Save the file as: RAND5
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